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1. WELCOME

Thank you for purchasing NORDISK KONTRABASS. We hope this unique instrument inspires you to compose great and unique music!
NORDISK KONTRABASS is a cinematic double bass library for the KONTAKT full version (from 5.6.8+), not compatible with the free KONTAKT 
PLAYER.

We created a custom designed interface to trigger your creativity and to make tools and controls intuitive and easy to operate.

This manual will give you a short overview of contents and possibilities offered by the instrument. 

2. THE SERIES

ENVISION SERIES 
Upfront  Unconventional  Unpredictable 

This series is especially designed for modern film composers and musicians interested in unique sounds and textures for their 
musical productions. 

The aim is to envision “new” instruments (or new ways of playing traditional instruments, emphasizing colors and textures 
which are less known or exploited). 

All instruments belonging to this series are hybrid in nature (combining the actual acoustic sounds with sound processing and 
sound design possibilities) and most of their techniques and articulations cannot be easily repeated by regular players, unless 
they are familiar with them. Our goal is to create unique instruments and tools for unique composer and musicians. 
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3. INTERFACE (GUI)
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MIC SELECTOR

REVERSE ALL SAMPLES

DYNAMICS CONTROLS MOST 
LEGATO AND LONG SAMPLES

Dynamics for staccato samples can 
be easily controlled by pressing
the keys softer and harder while 
playing (VELOCITY)

Simply draw with the mouse the height/
volume of each step

Decide how many steps you want

Choose your time subdivision 

Set the desired amount of effect

Set the desired amount of effect

Reverb Dropdown menu: choose 
between a selection of top quality 
reverb algorithms by
types and sizes

Delay Dropdown menu: choose 

the desired time subdivision

Set the desired amount of repetitions

REAL-TIME TIME STRETCH
It works with all Phrases and Textures. You can move the bar back and forth to play or 
program musical ritardando and accelerando in real time or to find your perfect tempo. 
By pressing HOST the tempo will sync to your DAW clock. If the phrase or texture is 
rubato, it will playback the phrase as originally recorded.

How fast the Whales Legato transition will 

sound

Dropdown menu: choose between your 

melodic or textural patches



4. PATCHES

We organized all patches in 2 modes: 

MELODIC

TEXTURES

You can click on the arrow on the right of your dropdown menu to access all the available patches.
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MELODIC TEXTURES



4.1. WHALES LEGATO

Most patches are self-explanatory and intuitive. 
By the way, here’s some tips to get the best out of some particular patches.

The blue keys are the legato notes available for this technique. You can use those to compose melodies. The range is not the typical upright bass 
range since Whale Legato is more of a cello-like, exotic, dramatic technique, full of resonating harmonics. In order to make it sounds and screams like 
that, the player needs to perform those notes in a very special way, putting lots of tension and pressure in the bow. 

The green keys are pre-recorded melodic phrases. Although you can freely use the phrases in their entire length and include them as they are in 
your compositions, we arranged and programmed them so that you can actually mix them, playing fragments from each one in real time and connect 
them to create new melodies. Besides, you can use WARP here to perform musical and beautiful accelerando and ritardando, or just to find the 
perfect, desired tempo for your phrases.
By pressing HOST you will lock the phrase tempo to the tempo you’re using in your DAW project. This is a common feature of the engine of all our 
libraries but with Nordisk Kontrabass, sometimes, it has a slightly different function. Since many phrases were originally recorded in rubato tempo for 
better musical results, when the phrase is not in a fixed time, it will playback the phrase at the original tempo it was recorded at.

We include the Legato Whales and its phrases in the same patches to allow you combine the 2 techniques. You can play a melody with the blue keys 
and then add a piece of phrase and so on. Just set your creativity free here. You’ll be surprised!

The red keys are (always) key-switches. By pressing each one of them you’ll change the bank of the green keys, as to say, you will access to 
different sets of phrases. 
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4.2.  GLISSANDO WHALES 

The red keys (key-switches) will trigger different modes of the Glissando Whales:

A -1: Fast Glissando Down-up 
A# -1: Fast Glissando Up-Down
B -1: Slow Glissando Down-Up
C 0: Slow Glissando Up-Down 
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4.3. DOUBLE STOPS PIZZICATO

This is a very inspiring patch. We sampled 10th-interval pizzicato Double stops to give you major and minor flavors and two modes: harmonic (mode1 
= 2 simultaneous notes) and melodic-harmonic (mode 2 = one after the other but sustained together).

Once again, the red keys allows you to change chord quality and mode.

A -1: MAJOR mode 1
A# -1: MAJOR mode 2
B -1: MINOR mode 1
C0: MINOR mode 2
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4.4. HARMONICS 

Red keys:

A -1: Long 
A# -1: Short
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5. CONTROLS

5.1. MIC SELECTOR

The instrument was recorded with a stereo microphone (MIC) and with a DI. 
You can switch on and off each one of the two options or mix and blend them together. 

5.2. REVERSE

The reverse button triggers magic! It reverses all the samples and it’s design to reverse the sound design associated to each sound for a more 
cinematic effects. So, if you’re reversing a dry sound you need to be patient since the sound won’t be heard immediately. 
Just keep the key pressed down and wait for emotions to come. 
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MIC gives you the most natural, acoustic sound 
of the instrument. 
DI is not generally meant to be used as a 
standalone sound although creativity and 
personal tastes have no limits. 
We’d suggest mix them to find the perfect 
balance.  

DI is also a great option if you want to re-amp the 
instrument, adding punch or distortion or
use it with your favorite amp simulator inside your 
DAW.



Anyway, we’d recommend using the Reverse effect associated with ICE or effects. Get prepared to join a trip into a magical, unpredictable sonic 
world. Experiment reversing phrases, one shot sounds (maybe percussive or low notes), and textures.

5.3. ARPEGGIATOR

This is a very powerful device you can use to create arpeggios. If you’re looking for realistic arpeggios effects, you’ll get the best results with staccato 
samples but experiment with longer sounds and textures too if you’re looking for crazy, unusual effects or you want to dig into sound design. 
You can decide how many steps you want by drawing their height/volume with a click of your mouse.
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Furthermore, you can change rate /subdivision and octave when the patch has enough range to let you do so. Choose between 4 arpeggio patterns 
in the dropdown menu.

5.4. WARP 

Warp is a time-stretch control that allow you to change tempo both off time and in real-time.
You can perform musical accelerando and ritardando on your phrases and textures in real time to achieve more realistic results. 

It can also be particularly useful with the RISE and FALLS patches, in order to perfectly match your transition effects to your time grid or, 
once more, to create more dramatic, tension effects by accelerating and decelerating samples. 

Experiment what happens by going all the way down to 20BPM or all the way up to 400BPM and listen how samples behave at those extremes. 
Some of them are totally destroyed and deconstructed by such a wide stretch and turn into drones-like soundscapes. We suggest to embellish them 
by adding effects to create interesting and evolving sound design.
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5.4. THE BIG KNOB: ICE

Last but not least, the Mother of Dragons :)
Add the desired amount of Ice and listen how your sound gets colder and mystical while enjoying a stunning 3D animation, turning water into ice.
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5.5. AUTOMATIONS 

As you may already know from other Kontakt instruments, by right-clicking on each control (knob or slide) you can learn the MIDI CC# Automatic and 
control it through any keyboard controller fader available or by the mod wheel. Just right click, select Learn MIDI CC# Automation and move the 
desired keyboard fader/knob etc. You can do this with any fader or knobs you see in our interface. 
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6. CREDITS

Instrument: Double Bass
Musician: Roberto Bordiga
Recorded and Mixed at HAVE Studio, Madrid, Spain
GUI Design and Artwork: Voger Design 

In addition to or as a complement for this manual, you could watch our walkthrough and overview videos on our website.
Consider subscribing to our Youtube Channel where we upload new videos regularly. 

Besides we have a users section where we upload videos made by users showcasing features and creative usages of the instruments. 
Feel free to drop us a line if you need further assistance at

info@haveaudio.com

7. TIPS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We just have one recommendation: follow no one!
Feel free to experiment, tweak and manipulate your sounds. 

Nothing can get broken. 
It’s so rewarding to see and listen to more and more users each day using our libraries for their work as

 filmcomposers, performers and producers in such creative ways we could have barely imagined. We’re sure you’ll be one of them.

#HAVE fun
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